Abstract  Adult scoliosis is defined as a spinal deformity in a skeletally mature patient with a Cobb angle of more than 10° in the coronal plain. Adult scoliosis can be separated into four major groups: Type 1: Primary degenerative scoliosis, mostly on the basis of a disc and/or facet joint arthritis, affecting those structures asymmetrically with predominantly back pain symptoms, often accompanied either by signs of spinal stenosis (central as well as lateral stenosis) or without. These curves are often classified as “de novo” scoliosis. Type 2: Idiopathic adolescent scoliosis of the thoracic and/or lumbar spine which progresses in adult life and is usually combined with secondary degeneration and/or imbalance. Some patients had either no surgical treatment or a surgical correction and fusion in adolescence in either the thoracic or thoracolumbar spine. Those patients may develop secondary degeneration and progression of the adjacent curve; in this case those curves belong to the type 3a. Type 3: Secondary adult curves: (a) In the context of an oblique pelvis, for instance, due to a leg length discrepancy or hip pathology or as a secondary curve in idiopathic, neuromuscular and congenital scoliosis, or asymmetrical anomalies at the lumbosacral junction; (b) In the context of a metabolic bone disease (mostly osteoporosis) combined with asymmetric arthritic disease and/or vertebral fractures. Sometimes it is difficult to decide, what exactly the primary cause of the curve was, once it has significantly progressed. However, once an asymmetric load or degeneration occurs, the pathomorphology and pathomechanism in adult scoliosis predominantly located in the lumbar or thoracolumbar spine is quite predictable. Asymmetric degeneration leads to increased asymmetric load and therefore to a progression of the degeneration and deformity, as either scoliosis and/or kyphosis. The progression of a curve is further supported by osteoporosis, particularly in post-menopausal female patients. The destruction of facet joints, joint capsules, discs and ligaments may create mono- or multi-segmental instability and finally spinal stenosis. These patients present themselves predominantly with back pain, then leg pain and claudication symptoms, rarely with neurological deficit, and almost never with questions related to cosmetics. The diagnostic evaluation includes static and dynamic imaging, myelo-CT, as well as invasive diagnostic procedures like discograms, facet blocks, epidural and root blocks and immobilization tests. These tests may correlate with the clinical and the pathomorphological findings and may also offer the least invasive and most rational treatment...
for the patient. The treatment is then tailored to the specific symptomatology of the patient. Surgical management consists of either decompression, correction, stabilization and fusion procedures or a combination of all of these. Surgical procedure is usually complex and has to deal with a whole array of specific problems like the age and the general medical condition of the patient, the length of the fusion, the condition of the adjacent segments, the condition of the lumbosacral junction, osteoporosis and possibly previous scoliosis surgery, and last but not least, usually with a long history of chronic back pain and muscle imbalance which may be very difficult to be influenced. Although this surgery is demanding, the morbidity cannot be considered significantly higher than in other established orthopaedic procedures, like hip replacement, in the same age group of patients. Overall, a satisfactory outcome can be expected in well-differentiated indications and properly tailored surgical procedures, although until today prospective, controlled studies with outcome measures and pre- and post-operative patient’s health status are lacking. As patients, who present themselves with significant clinical problems in the context of adult scoliosis, get older, minimal invasive procedures to address exactly the most relevant clinical problem may become more and more important, basically ignoring the overall deformity and degeneration of the spine.
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**Introduction**

Twenty-five years ago, a book chapter about scoliosis with special emphasis on the adult and/or degenerative scoliosis was relatively small [5, 11, 20, 43, 53, 62, 64]. Most of the pages were devoted to scoliosis in childhood and adolescence. Only the introduction of spinal instrumentation, first Harrington rods and Dwyer instrumentation, and later Zielke, and finally CD-instrumentation with all the following third generation pedicle instrumentations, shifted the focus to the major problem of the adult scoliosis [1, 2, 8, 13, 23, 27, 32, 35, 38, 40, 45, 58, 59, 62]. This disorder has been known for some time, but only a very few surgeons dealt with it. Patients were in an age group which was considered to be too risky to undergo major spine surgery; the surgical technical issues were widely unsolved due to the lack of powerful instrumentation; the bone stock was considered too poor for a major corrective surgery; and the patients were generally made to believe that they had to live with this ailment.

Progress in surgical techniques and technology is significantly supported by progress in anaesthesia for spinal surgery and by more sophisticated and precise diagnostic imaging and differentiated application of invasive and functional diagnostic tests. Increased patient awareness, the patient’s unwillingness to accept their limitations and pains [54], and the gradual shift in the demographics towards a “grey society”, make adult scoliosis with all of its different forms and clinical presentations, a much more frequent problem in a general spine practice than the scoliosis of children and adolescents. This trend is likely to continue when we consider the fact that in 25 years from now, a significant part (more than 10%) of the population in the industrialized societies will be over 65 years old.

**Classification**

A scoliosis is diagnosed in adult patients when it occurs or becomes relevant after skeletal maturity with a Cobb angle of more than 10° in the frontal plain [1, 55].

*Type 1:* Primary degenerative scoliosis (“de novo” form), mostly located in the thoracolumbar or lumbar spine [6, 19, 20, 24, 25, 27, 33, 43, 48, 52, 53].

*Type 2:* Progressive idiopathic scoliosis in adult life of the thoracic, thoracolumbar, and/or lumbar spine [5, 8, 36, 42, 46, 61, 71, 72].

*Type 3:* Secondary degenerative scoliosis.

(a) Scoliosis following idiopathic or other forms of scoliosis or occurring in the context of a pelvic obliquity due to a leg length discrepancy, hip pathology or a lumbosacral transitional anomaly, mostly located in the thoracolumbar, lumbar or lumbosacral spine [11, 24, 34, 44, 50, 64].

(b) Scoliosis secondary to metabolic bone disease (mostly osteoporosis) combined with asymmetric arthritic disease and/or vertebral fractures [10, 15, 29, 51, 70].

Therefore, scoliosis can be present since childhood or adolescence and become progressive and/or symptomatic in adult life; or scoliosis may appear “de novo” in adult life without any precedence in earlier life.

Clinically, the most prominent groups are secondary (type 3) and primary (type 1) degenerative adult scoliosis. In elderly patients, both forms of scoliosis may be aggravated by osteoporosis, which also holds true for the type 2 scoliosis [24, 29, 70]. All three types of scoliosis may primarily appear at a certain stage as degenerative scoliosis, and degenerative scoliosis is
therefore the main bulk of adult scoliosis. Beyond the proposed classification, the degenerative adult scoliosis could also be subdivided into scoliosis which have their aetiology in the spine itself and those scoliosis with the aetiology beyond the spine (Table 1). Schwab et al. proposed recently a radiographic classification including type I–III scoliosis, characterized by the a/p and lateral view in standing position. They correlated the classification I–III with increasing severity of self-reported pain and disability [55]. Boachie-Adjei [8] considers specifically the idiopathic adult scoliosis (our type 2 scoliosis) and uses the age as a classifying criteria combined with degenerated changes: patients with idiopathic adult scoliosis below and above 40 years of age.

This review will concentrate on the forms of adult scoliosis which present themselves most frequently in a spinal practice and which are considered in the above-presented classification.

Type I scoliosis: the primary degenerative scoliosis ("de novo" scoliosis) (Fig. 1)

The primary degenerative curve develops mostly on the grounds of primarily limited disc degeneration in one or more motion segments. This curve also could be termed "discogenic curve" and is basically the result of an asymmetric degenerative change of the disc with the consecutive development of a frontal deviation and concomitant rotation with the facet joints on one side as a pivot (Fig. 1). The apex of this curve is usually between L3 and L4 or L2 and L3 or, second most frequent, between L1 and L2. These curves tend to go along with a significant rotational translation of the apical vertebra. In some cases the primary cause of the degenerative process may be localized in the facet joints where a wide variety of dystrophic formation, malformation, and misalignment can occur. When this occurs at the lumbosacral junction, then the curve belongs rather to the type 3a curves, following lumbosacral anomalies.

It is difficult to state whether some curves in this group could be considered as "resting" idiopathic scoliosis. There are obviously curves that only develop in adult life and may appear like idiopathic scoliotic curves; however, upon closer look, they rather may have developed on the basis of a degenerated disc. The primarily degenerative curves usually are less severe in terms of frontal angulation than the curves in secondary degenerative idiopathic scoliosis [24, 25]. The primary degenerative scoliosis is therefore mostly a lumbar or thoracolumbar curve consisting of a frontal as well as a sagittal deviation in the

Table 1  Potential of curve progression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Etiology</th>
<th>Problem located in the spine beyond the spine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>Primary degenerative scoliosis (&quot;de novo&quot; scoliosis) mostly lumbar or thoracolumbar curve apex at L2/3 or L/4 most frequently</td>
<td>Asymmetric disc degeneration and facet joint degeneration</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>Progressive idiopathic scoliosis of the lumbar and/or thoracolumbar spine (e.g. double major curve)</td>
<td>Idiopathic scoliosis present since adolescence or childhood, progression due to mechanical reasons or bony and/or degenerative changes</td>
<td>+ ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type III (a)</td>
<td>Secondary adult scoliosis mostly thoracolumbar, lumbar-umbosacral</td>
<td>Secondary to an adjacent thoracic or thoracolumbar curve of idiopathic, neuromuscular or congenital origin Obliquity of the pelvis due to leg length discrepancy or hip pathology with secondary lumbar/thoracolumbar curve</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type III (b)</td>
<td>Deformity progressing mostly due to bone weakness with, e.g., osteoporotic fracture with secondary deformity</td>
<td>Metabolic bone disease, osteoporosis</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The sagittal malalignment is usually responsible for the severe postural back pain of the patients. These curves are shorter than the idiopathic curves and—at least in the beginning—the deformity of the individual vertebral body is less expressed than in idiopathic scoliosis [24, 25]. This only occurs as a consequence of erosion and destruction of the endplates and facet joints due to spondylosis and spondylarthritis. Also, there is a difference in the bone density between the primary and secondary degenerative curves. Spinal stenosis is more often seen in primary degenerative scoliosis than in secondary degenerated idiopathic curves [2, 6, 8, 21, 26, 44]. The disc degeneration ends up with spondylosis, disc bulging, osteophytes, and facet joint arthritis with hypertrophic capsules, ligamentum flavum, and calcification of these structures with osteophytes, all on the costs of the space in the spinal canal and foramina, thus contributing to the formation of spinal stenosis, be it a foraminal lateral stenosis or a central stenosis or both (Fig. 2).

Type 2 scoliosis: progressive idiopathic scoliosis in adult life (Fig. 3)

The idiopathic curves and curves with other aetiology of secondary degeneration present themselves in a variety of forms, depending on whether these curves have been treated non-surgically or not at all or whether they have had a fusion, with or without instrumentation, of the main thoracic and thoracolumbar curve [46]. In the latter case the degeneration appears in the adjacent curve and belongs to the type 3a curves (see below) (Figs. 3, 4). In both situations, however, there may be a significant degeneration and deformity present in the sagittal as well as in the frontal plain of the short lumbar curve. The sagittal deformity is almost always exclusively a flat back syndrome or a loss of physiological lordosis and in extreme situations a real kyphosis. The degenerated idiopathic scoliosis mostly in the lumbar and/or thoracolumbar spine is quite frequently combined with spinal stenosis at a relatively young age, specifically in the adjacent lower segment after Harrington instrumentation. This adjacent segmental spinal stenosis, mostly below a long fused idiopathic scoliosis, appears about 15–20 years post-surgical with Harrington rods (Fig. 5). There are not yet similar long-term results available for cases which have been treated with one of the CD-type third generation instrumentation that allow superior restoration of the sagittal alignment, possibly protecting the spine from developing rapid adjacent segment degeneration [3, 4, 7, 21, 39, 56].

Type 3 scoliosis:

Secondary degenerative scoliosis (Fig. 6)

Adult secondary degenerative scoliosis is mostly located in the thoracolumbar and lumbar as well as lumbosacral spine. This scoliosis occurs either with its cause within the spine or outside the spine. Those scoliosis with the cause inside of the spine are either secondary to an adjacent curve, be it an idiopathic, neuromuscular or congenital curve, or it may be the consequence of a
lumbosacral anomaly, specifically with a hemisacralization (Fig. 6). Scoliosis outside of the spine is due to pelvic obliquity in the context of a hip pathology or a leg length discrepancy (Fig. 7). These secondary curves with the causes outside of the spine primarily do not have a relevant rotation, however are basically deviations in the frontal plain. Only over time there is a translational displacement of vertebrae close to the apex.

Adult scoliosis due to bone weakness (Fig. 8)

These deformities are mostly due to metabolic bone disease or diseases which have a secondary impact on the strength of the bone (e.g. Morbus Adison) (Fig. 8). The most frequent cause for a secondary deformity due to metabolic bone disease is osteoporosis. Owing to bone weakness, there may be fractures, which create an asymmetric configuration with expression of either kyphosis or scoliosis or both together. It may also occur when a pre-existing scoliosis, respectively kyphosis, is aggravated by an osteoporotic fracture [29, 65, 70].

Pathomorphology and pathomechanism in adult scoliosis

Degenerative adult scoliosis, specifically in the lumbar spine, is characterized by quite a uniform pathomorphology and pathomechanism. The asymmetric degeneration of the disc and/or the facet joints leads to an asymmetric loading of the spinal segment and consequently of a whole spinal area. This again leads to an asymmetric deformity, for example, scoliosis and/or kyphosis. Such a deformity again triggers asymmetric degeneration and induces asymmetric loading, creating a vicious circle (Fig. 9) and enhancing curve progression. On the one hand, the curve progression is given by the pathomechanism of an adult degenerative curve, and on the other hand by the specific bone metabolism of the post-menopause female patients with a certain degree of osteoporosis, who are most frequently affected by the degenerative form of scoliosis. The potential of individual asymmetric deformation and collapse in the weak osteoporotic vertebra is clearly increased and contributes further to the curve progression.

The destruction of discs, facet joints and joint capsules usually ends in some form of uni- or multi-segmental sagittal and/or frontal latent or obvious instability. There may be not only a spondylolisthesis, meaning a slip in the sagittal plain, but also translational dislocations in the frontal plain or rather three-dimensionally when expressing itself in a rotational dislocation (Figs. 1, 3, 6, 15). The biological reaction to an unstable joint or, in the case of the spine, an unstable segment, is the formation of osteophytes at the facet joints (spondylarthritis) and at the vertebral endplates (spondylosis), both contributing to the increasing narrowing of the spinal canal together with
the hypertrophy and calcification of the ligamentum flavum and joint capsules, creating central and recessal spinal stenosis [66] (see also Fig. 2). These pathomorphological and pathomechanical relationships and their significance for the clinical presentation of an adult degenerative scoliosis are expressed schematically in Fig. 10. The osteophytes of the facet joints and the spondylotic osteophytes, however, may not sufficiently stabilize a diseased spinal segment; such a condition leads to a dynamic, mostly foraminal stenosis with radicular pain or claudication type pain (e.g. Fig. 11).

Clinical presentation

Pain

The most frequent clinical problem of adult scoliosis is back pain [3, 6, 19, 31, 56, 73] and presents itself with
a multiform mosaic of symptoms. Back pain at the site of the curve can be localized either at the apex or in its concavity, and facet joint pain can be localized in the countercurve from below the curve to above the curve. The back pain can be combined with radicular leg pain. It can be the expression of a muscular fatigue or of a real mechanical instability. Unbalanced, overloaded, and stressed, paravertebral back muscles may become very sore and in return will not contribute to balance the muscle play, consequently becoming part of a vicious circle. This is especially true when the lumbar curve is accompanied by the loss of lumbar lordosis [22]. This muscular pain is rather diffuse, distributed over the lower back, and often permanent at the insertion of the muscle tendons at the iliac crest, sacrum, os coccyx, and bony processes of the spine.

Claudication

The second important symptom of adult degenerative scoliosis is radicular pain and claudication symptoms when standing or walking [57, 73]. The patient can have true radicular pain due to a localized compression or root traction (root compromise is not necessarily on the concave side where we may suppose narrowed foramens, but often on the convex side, rather expressing a dynamic overstretches of a root). There may, however, be a single- or multilevel spinal stenosis which can be central or more recessal, creating claudication symptoms [19, 24, 27, 53, 56]. Root com-
pressures can occur at the bottom of the curve or at the transition to the sacrum and can be linked to a hypermobility of an overloaded bottom segment, especially in cases of stiff curves. Short lumbosacral or lumbar curves as countercurves to long fused thoracolumbar scoliosis often show a severe spinal stenosis at the transition from the stiff upper spinal area to the lower lumbosacral area (Fig. 11).

Curve progression

The fourth relevant symptom or sign is curve progression. Curve progression may be an issue from the moment the curve occurs in younger age. It may, however, only become relevant, when the curve has reached a certain amount of degrees and/or when osteoporotic asymmetric collapse may contribute relevantly to the curve. Once a curve has reached a certain extent of curve degrees, the progression will automatically follow due to the axial mechanical overload of individual facet joints and/or osteoporotic vertebral bodies. The progression of the curve may well be an indication for a surgical treatment. The surgeons have to be aware of the amount of aggravation which may occur, when nothing surgically is done. Patients do get older with all the medical consequences, which raise automatically the risk for a surgical intervention. Therefore, a surgical intervention may occasionally be indicated in order to avoid a further progression and degeneration in a patient with potential medical risks [3, 4, 7].

Cosmesis

In contrast to the adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, cosmesis almost never plays a role; patients see the orthopaedic surgeon because of a simple or more complex pain syndrome and/or neurological deficit. Cosmesis may occasionally play a role in younger patients below 40 years with an early secondary degenerated idiopathic thoracolumbar or lumbar scoliosis.

Diagnostic evaluations

In addition to the standard clinical examination, patients with symptomatic adult scoliosis need precise conventional imaging and often require interventional radiological procedures, such as sequential discograms, facet blocks, epidural blocks and preferentially, a myelogram combined with a CT scan [24, 25, 34, 36, 57]. A spiral CT is very useful in rapid reconstruction of the spine vertically and, in conjunction with the myelogram, obtaining a clear understanding of the pathology. MR imaging of degenerative scoliosis is often very polymorphic due to the complex pathology, parts of which may still be difficult to understand and may leave us uncertain as to the leading pathology. For example, deformity may be interpreted on one of the MR-cuts as spinal stenosis, since the whole deformity is not in the same plain.

In the context of the evaluation of the pain source, discograms and facet blocks are especially helpful since their findings may change the therapeutic approach. It is important, e.g., in lumbar curves, to find out whether the pain occurs within the curve, below the main curve (usually involving L4/5 and/or L5/S1), or rarely, above the curve at the thoracolumbar junction. Since the pain can be generated in one or several segments, it is recommended to perform the discograms sequentially in order to isolate the really painful segment. In addition, the discogram can be used as a provocative pain test, as well as a form of local anaesthesia in the disc, usually combined with some cortisone injection. Therefore, the discogram serves to provide both direct pain provocation and localization and as a double test for pain evaluation, when the pain disappears after the intradiscal depot of medication. Facet blocks should also be performed sequentially to catch the most probable pain generator level.

If, despite all these tests, the pain remains unexplained, it may be helpful in rare cases to put on a
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temporary cast in the form of a thoracolumbar orthosis (TLO) or thoracolumbosacral orthosis (TLSO) to see whether an overall stabilization and fusion of the whole scoliotic spinal area could be beneficial for the patient, specifically in cases of an overall tendency of the spine to statically collapse.

In elderly people with degenerative scoliosis displaying predominant symptoms of claudication, leg pain, and multilevel stenotic segments in the imaging, motor evoked potentials (MEP) may be helpful to identify the level responsible for the clinical presentation. A clear topographic diagnosis would certainly help to minimize the surgery in these patients.

The selective use of epidural blocks at stenotic levels or selective nerve root blocks is another helpful tool to identify the level clinically relevant to the symptomatology on the one side and as a therapeutic tool on the other side, in case surgery is not feasible or is decided to be delayed [67].

**Therapeutic decision (Fig. 14)**

The indication for or against surgery and, more specifically, the type of surgery to be performed, involves complex decision-making. Certainly, surgery is only an option when the non-surgical measures have no effect or do not promise any relevant long-term help.

The non-surgical treatment options [9, 20, 34, 46, 67] consist basically of non-steroid anti-inflammatory medication, muscle relaxants, pain medication, muscle exercises, swimming and occasionally gentle traction, while avoiding manipulations and physical activation that may increase the pain. Therapeutic epidural and selective nerve root blocks as well as facet joint blocks may help to control the pain temporarily. Sometimes a well-fitted brace to support the painful spine area may be necessary.

In order to plan the most promising surgical procedure for each patient, a clear understanding of the prominent symptoms or clinical signs is mandatory. The symptoms and clinical signs, which can be addressed surgically, either individually or in concert are represented in Table 2 (see also Fig. 10).

The specific surgical answer to each of these signs or symptoms may vary depending on whether they occur individually or in the context of another. The surgical decision is also influenced by the patient’s general health, age, condition of bone quality, and the patient’s expectations [3, 15].
The surgical concept involves three basic procedures which can be performed separately or together, depending on the patient’s overall symptomatology.

Surgical procedures

A surgical approach to degenerative adult scoliosis is obviously complex in terms of decision making, i.e., ascertaining the surgical indication and choosing the patient and the procedure appropriately. The technical difficulties, however, are equally elaborated. The aggravating factors and difficulties for this type of surgery are manifold. Curve magnitude and age of the patients are, e.g., significant predictors of curve flexibility. The understanding of this association allows to better address treatment options over time [14].

The possible surgical technique can be divided in posterior, anterior or combined procedures. In all these procedures a simple decompression or stabilization can be done, or both can be combined [2, 9, 16, 32, 38, 41, 56, 68, 69]. In some cases, additional correction may be considered, either by clearly defined osteotomies or by sequential segmental correction through instrumentation. This is particularly of interest in combined sagittal–frontal rigid deformities.

Decompression procedures

Decompression may be done as a stand-alone procedure in cases of central or lateral stenosis and symptomatol-
ogy limited to the legs, without relevant back pain, or together with instrumentation and fusion in cases of additional obvious instability, segmental dysfunction, or progressive deformity. Stand-alone decompression procedures in deformities are rarely indicated, although it may be attractive, particularly in elderly frail people. The decision exactly when a decompression alone is possible, is difficult to make, since a definite judgement about the degree of stability or instability is sometimes not possible on objective, scientific grounds alone. In clinical practice one learns regularly that the judgement was wrong and the chosen procedure not sufficient. It is easier sometimes to add a limited fusion and stabilization in the same session than to go back to do a second surgery in these often medically unstable patients (Fig. 11). The outcome is frequently complicated by either further collapse of the curve, or by segmental instability, with symptoms of continuous back and/or leg pain, mostly when in an upright position with axial loading of the spine, and asymptomatic when lying down and resting. If decompression is performed at the apex of the degenerative curve, progression of the curve is very likely. This means that decompression contributes to destabilization of a fragile balance. This procedure can be detrimental and completely disable a patient (Fig. 15).

The same may be true when an isolated decompression is done at the bottom of a rigid curve, i.e., at the transition to the mobile part of the lumbar spine, usually L4/5 or L5/S1. The rigid curve above may decompensate these segments in translation, and the spine may fall off the balance. In most of these cases, therefore, a decompression should be accompanied by a fusion with or without stabilization in situ (Fig. 11).

In younger patients, in whom a partial correction is planned, a decompression may be achieved by the correction procedure alone, and a formal decompression may not be necessary (Figs. 4, 5, 6).

Correction procedures

If the balance in the frontal plane is achieved and there is a proper sagittal alignment, there is no need to look for a correction. Stabilization and fusion in situ may be more
than appropriate in which case overall decompensation of the spine can usually then be avoided. Often it is tempting to correct the lumbar curve and/or thoracolumbar deformity since this is almost always possible when a rigorous posterior release and pedicular fixation is done.

In cases where the lumbar and/or thoracolumbar curve is a degenerated countercurve to an idiopathic thoracic curve which is either completely rigid or has been fused in adolescence, a correction needs to be carefully thought about, since the thoracic curve cannot adapt to the corrected curve below, resulting in a decompensation of the thoracic spine, imbalance, and a chronic pain syndrome in the lower thoracic or thoracolumbar spine (Fig. 16).

In addition to the important release in the case of a planned correction, it may also be necessary to extend the fixation and fusion beyond the major curve into the thoracic countercurve, to guarantee appropriate sagittal as well as frontal overall balance of the spine. If that is not considered, the patient may end up with a collapse of the cranial segment adjacent to the fixation, or with a secondary instability both most probably due to an overloaded segment in an unbalanced correction. It is clear that such a magnitude of surgery is only possible in patients with a robust general condition, since the surgery may take several hours and the blood loss may be significant. For these reasons, we recommend that surgery is considered as early as possible, when unfavourable developments and progression can be foreseen. This is a particularly important consideration in female patients entering menopause who regularly have back and/
or leg pain with beginning osteoporosis and significant degeneration and tendency of flat back.

If an anterior release is necessary, the surgery can be staged or done in the same surgical session. Anterior instrumentation in patients who need a secondary posterior procedure is not necessary or even contraindicated, since the anterior instrumentation may limit posterior correction. The posterior pedicular systems nowadays allow a powerful manipulation, correction, and stabilization of the lumbar spine, as long as a proper posterior release precedes the corrective and stabilization procedure. The anteriorly released segments, however, may be prepared for anterior interbody fusion by removing the disc, freshening the endplates and filling the intervertebral space with cancellous bone or even a solid tricortical spacer.

The correction of a deformity is therefore achieved after an appropriate release either by stepwise correction through segmental instrumentation or by one or more segmental osteotomies for the frontal or sagittal realignment of the spine.

In case a lumbar curve is still flexible, which can be assessed by sidebending and flexion/extension views, and a certain compensation of the thoracic countercurve can be anticipated, a posterior correction, stabilization and fusion with or without decompression are sufficient. This is also done when a curve is clearly progressive.

Stabilization and fusion procedures

If back pain is a leading symptom, with or without leg pain, a fusion is usually indicated. The levels to be included in the fusion can be difficult to determine. Generally speaking, it is unfavourable to stop a fusion at L1 or even L2, i.e., below the thoracolumbar junction, because it may easily lead to decompensation above the fusion, with localized disc degeneration, segmental collapse, translational instability and secondary kyphosis [28].

The most critical segment to consider whether or not to include in a fusion is the lumbosacral junction. It takes all the movement off of the lumbar spine and is the most difficult fusion to be achieved. A high percentage may remain with a non-union due to the unfavourable mechanical conditions of this junction between the two major lever arms of the fused spine and the rigid pelvis [8, 12, 17, 26, 30, 37, 57, 68]. The incidence of the non-union varies quite remarkably in the literature (5–30%) [12, 18]. Various types of instrumentation have been designed to enhance the fusion healing to the sacrum [12, 30, 37, 60]. They are mostly based on an increasingly more solid anchorage in the sacrum, or in the sacrum and iliac wings at the same time. None of these instrumentations have been clinically demonstrated to significantly overcome the problem of non-union in the complex pathology of degenerative scoliosis. The most certain approach to eliminate the problem of non-union is a 360° circumferential fusion at the lumbosacral junction. In order to avoid the anterior approach, unless

Fig. 12 A 75-year-old actress with subacute paraparesis, no relevant back pain: decompression, stabilization, and fusion in situ. Almost complete recovery
needed for an extensive release, the refinement and standardization of posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) technique using specifically designed cages has become a well-controlled procedure (Fig. 18). Controlled clinical studies need to show whether the clinical reality will support the theoretically valid concept of load sharing at the lumbosacral junction in order to avoid non-unions.

Obviously, it would be preferable to omit the lumbosacral junction during the surgery for lumbar scoliosis correction and stabilization. However, depending on the cause of the curve, the lumbosacral junction usually is degenerated: disc space narrowing, facet joint arthritis, vertebral obliquity and possibly rotational deformity and sometimes even spontaneous fusion of L5 to S1 might be a consequence of a lumbosacral transitional anomaly or a progressed degeneration. In such cases, if there is no certainty about the rigidity of L5/S1 it is better to include it in the fusion/stabilization since a stop of the fusion at L5 puts a lot of stress on the lumbosacral junction and is able to “loosen” it up with a secondary pain syndrome. A fusion to L5 even in case of a “healthy” L5/S1 segment may overload that and induce a secondary degeneration with loss of disc height, facet joint incongruency and arthritis and possibly disc herniation (Fig. 19) [31, 37, 56, 63].

A fusion to the sacrum may not only have an impact on the iliosacral joints but also on the hip joints specifically when there is already osteoarthritis of the hip. The disease process may be accelerated by the change of the load to the hip joint.

For posterior surgery, pedicular and/or translaminar screw fixation may be considered [2, 4, 7, 40, 41]. In case correction is not the goal of the surgery, but towards stabilization and immobilization, respectively, of the arthritic, often hypertrophic facet joints, then the translaminar screw fixation may be a simple, little traumatic and minimally invasive procedure to achieve such a goal (Fig. 20). For a long fixation and correction, a pedicular system is the indication of choice.

Fig. 13 A 79-year-old hard-working male farmer with relatively mild back pain, however, severe left leg pain, corresponding L3 (4) root, with proven root compression: Microsurgical decompression only, no attempt to touch the severely degenerated kyphoscoliotic spine.
Problems encountered in case of surgical treatment

Length of fusion

It is increasingly understood today that the fusion should be avoided whenever possible. Unfortunately, up to now, we do not have better established treatment modalities available in severely degenerated and deformed spines. Therefore in severe adult degenerative scoliosis cases, the fusion is an integral part of a treatment plan. It is anticipated that within the lumbar spine, every segment should be spared if possible, in order not just to maintain some lumbar movement but also to spare further segments from degenerating. Discography and facet joint infiltrations as well as temporary immobilization in a body cast may help to determine the extent of the fusion. The radiologically moderately degenerated motion segment is not enough to be included in the fusion, as long as this segment does not really contribute to the pain suffered by the patient. It is, however, necessary to inform the patient that this concept of restricting the extent of the fusion may necessitate further surgery in case a spared segment may degenerate further and become symptomatic. The most problem segments to be included in a fusion are those below a curve in the lower lumbar spine.

Whether the emerging dynamic fixation devices or even disc arthroplasty will be an option in the surgical treatment of adult degenerated scoliosis remains to be considered as more experience is acquired with that kind of implant.

Inclusion of the lumbosacral segment

Patients with a lumbar or thoracolumbar curve have at least some degree of degeneration at L4/5 and/or L5/S1 segments. Although these segments may not be painful

---

### Table 2  Symptoms and clinical signs to be addressed by surgical measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptom</th>
<th>Treatment Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Back pain:</td>
<td>Medication, Brace, Facet joint injections, Isometric exercises, Swimming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Radicular pain:</td>
<td>Medication, Exercise, Immobilization, Root blocks, Surgical decompression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Claudication spinalis</td>
<td>Epidural Blocks, Medication, Exercise, Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Neurologic deficit:</td>
<td>Brace, Stabilizing Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clearly progressive curve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. **Back pain:** identified as discogenic, facet or instability pain, or pain due to an unbalanced spine in the sagittal (flat back or hypolordosis) and frontal planes identified by a clear pathomorphological equivalent, providing a compression or tension of one or more roots due to either a central stenosis of one or several levels, or due to a more lateral, recessal stenosis presenting as an individual root claudication ranging from sensory deficits, reflex absence or anomaly, radicular motor deficit, or paraparesis with bladder and sphincter problems
at the time of the decision-making, they may soon become painful after a long-distance fusion has been performed above them. A rapid deterioration is then possible, which may necessitate a further extension of the fusion down to the sacrum. The expert’s opinion is divided, whether in such cases a lumbosacral fusion should be included right from the beginning, or whether a wait and see attitude should be taken and only fuse the lumbosacral junction in case there are significant clinical problems from this area [8, 10, 12, 15, 30, 37].

A long fusion, which is often necessary in scoliosis, acts as a lever arm against the adjacent segments above and below. If the spine above (in adult lumbar scoliosis mostly the thoracic spine or the thoracolumbar junction) is rigid, either physiologically developed over the years, or acquired by a previous fusion of a thoracic curve, it may not follow the correction executed in the lumbar spine. This may result in a decompensation above the lumbar curve with an unbalanced overall spine, which may be the cause of further clinical problems. It is therefore crucial to understand through preoperative planning on whole spine X-rays as to how far a correction can be carried out without creating a secondary problem in the spine above (see also Fig. 16).

Many mid-lumbar and thoracolumbar curves have a short and sharp countercurve at the lumbosacral junction either including S1 and L5 only or also L4 with an oblique take off. This short curve is usually seen in the pelvis and leads to an overload of L3/4 or L4/5 [37]. These curves usually do not compensate a corrected curve above and have a bad prognosis [34, 37]. They may even progress and contribute significantly to the clinical syndrome of the patient. In most cases, it is therefore recommended to consider inclusion of this lumbosacral junction into the fusion.

Previous scoliosis surgery

More than 25 years after Harrington instrumentation became increasingly popular for idiopathic scoliosis surgery, we see a growing number of patients who had such a surgery in their adolescence. These patients, who are now between their late twenties and early forties, are sometimes presenting themselves with severe secondary problems below their thoracolumbar fusion and fixation. This problem is particularly severe in patients who were left with a flat lumbar spine because of the distractive-kyphotic effect of the Harrington instrumentation in the sagittal plain (Fig. 5). They may have degenerated adjacent segments below, along with spinal stenosis, and chronic low back pain due to the overstressed paraspinal muscles [23, 69]. These problems are not unique to patients who had Harrington instrumentation. They can also be found in patients who had non-instrumented fusions with long-term body cast immobilization, or who had not been treated at all for a relevant thoracolumbar idiopathic scoliosis.

In the majority of cases, a simple correction, decompression, and instrumented fusion does not remedy the problem. These patients need a complete overall rebalancing of the spine by one or multiple osteotomies. This problem is so complex and multifactorial that it needs consideration in a separate review and can only be alluded to in this article.

**Fig. 15** A 76-year-old female patient with back pain and claudication symptoms in both legs. **a** When patient presented herself to a neurosurgical service, a decompression of the stenosis close to the apex of the curve was done. **b** 8 months later, progression of the curve, significant claudication symptoms, severe back pain and patient practically bedridden.
Age and general medical condition of the patient

The age of the patient—most of the patients with scoliosis and significant, symptomatic degenerative alterations of the curve or counter curve, are older than 50 years and often have systemic diseases such as cardiac or vascular disease or diabetes, and are very demanding for the responsible anaesthesiologist who must also consider the possible aggravating significant blood loss and surgical time in this procedure. The peri- and post-operative management of such a patient may need an interdisciplinary approach among the surgeon, the anaesthesiologist, and an internist who accompany this patient, until his/her general condition post-operatively has stabilized and returned to the pre-operative situation. Also, the elderly and frail patients need a longer and more intensive rehabilitation time in order to recover optimally [49].

Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis is a major concern in the treatment of adult scoliosis. The majority of elderly patients with degenerative scoliosis are female, and osteoporosis may become an issue at the time of the menopause. This is the time when degenerative scoliosis may become increasingly symptomatic because the curve may progress due to the asymptomatic load on weakened vertebrae, which get more wedged and deformed. With the progression of the curve, the patient may get more symptomatic in terms of back pain as well as of the claudication pain.

The surgical treatment is complicated by the weak bone where implants are more difficult to be anchored and fixed, making the instrumented fusion prone to instrumentation-related complications. The industry has offered all kinds of instrumentations with big diameter screws and adapted threads to improve bone purchase. Cement reinforcement of the screw anchorage is another alternative which has been advocated [8, 37]. In our experience, instrumentation success is not really so dependent on the size of the screw. The whole construct must respect a principle of balance as
demonstrated in the Asian world where bamboo is used in the construction of gigantic buildings. Each anchorage is loaded one against the other in an overall construct, creating some sort of elastic stability. This concept may be considered in spine stabilization as well.

Outcome and complications

Complications may result from indication and misjudgement of the case, non-suitable patients, wrong technical performance, implant failure, a lack of achieving balance in the sagittal and frontal planes, and complications which cannot necessarily be explained [3, 4, 15, 17, 21, 26, 47].

Fig. 17  a A 71-year-old male physician with severe degenerative scoliosis and with spinal stenosis and flat back.  b Decompression and posterior stabilization, however, correction of the lumbar kyphosis absent, because no anterior release was done and the posterior release was also insufficient. Postoperatively no claudication symptoms anymore, however, persistent back pain.

Fig. 18  Type 2 scoliosis (progressive idiopathic scoliosis in adult life): A 39-year-old female patient with AIS, significant loss of lumbar lordosis preoperatively. Postoperative restoration of lordosis and circumferential fusion with PLIF at the lumbosacral junction in order to avoid non-union.
We have performed more than 250 surgeries in adult scoliosis, and the complication rate has improved since we did a retrospective study almost 10 years ago on our first 75 adult scoliosis cases. In the first series, the complication rate was comparable to those in other studies and the overall results were satisfactory.\[56, 59, 61, 63\]. With the present expertise in this field and the referral of increasingly complex cases, the complications have shifted. The most prominent problems we encounter in this surgery are problems of proper balance and non-union at the lumbosacral junction, as well as limitations of the surgical options in medically frail patients, resulting in only partial improvement. The non-union problem has lost its significance in the last 3 years since we systematically do circumferential fusions at the lumbosacral junction, using either PLIF or ALIF cages in combination with posterior pedicular instrumentation.

There is a quite substantial risk for mild or severe post-operative nerve root paresis; some of them recover spontaneously.

The outcome needs to be age matched since the demands of daily life, professional performance, and leisure activities vary substantially in the different age groups. Most of the patients who are still professionally active do not return to their previous work if it was a physically demanding job, but almost all of those had already stopped working before the surgery, because of pain limitations. When analyzed, regarding their overall daily activity by different questionnaires, most of these patients irrespective of age have improved in almost all categories of quality of life, and the use of regular pain medication is reduced substantially in more than 70% of these patients. The assumption that this surgery may be too much for elderly patients could not be substantiated, at least not in our institution, where we have done a comparative study of general complications in an age and comorbidity matched cohort of patients undergoing hip arthroplasty surgery—an accepted surgery in elderly patients—and patients undergoing a major spine surgery like degenerative lumbar scoliosis surgery.\[49\]. The major problem of these patients after surgery, once surgical complications and implant failures have not occurred, is the residual back pain mostly as an expression of muscular spasms and pain due to unbalanced or chronic contractures of the paravertebral muscles.

**Conclusion**

The complexity of the relationship between clinical signs, symptoms, pathomorphology, and pathophysiology of adult—mostly lumbar, degenerative scolio-
sis—remains one of the big challenges in spinal surgery. The combination of the relatively uniform major signs and symptoms, namely instability, stenosis, unbalanced deformity, and possible curve progression on one side, and the complex pain pattern, the claudication, and possible neurological signs and symptoms on the other side allow a variety of clinical patterns, which need to be analysed both, systematically and individually in order to find concrete solutions for each of them, and to tailor a surgical procedure which best serves the rational expectations of the patient and surgeon.
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Fig. 20 a A 73-year-old female patient with progressive degenerative scoliosis with a foot drop and claudication symptoms as well as moderate back pain with which the patient can live (a and b). c 10 months postoperatively. After a minimal surgery for decompression and stabilization in situ, partial recovery of the foot drop. Back pain irrelevant, although the flat back is unchanged.

10 months postoperatively. After a minimal surgery for decompression and stabilization in situ, partial recovery of the foot drop. Back pain irrelevant, although the flat back is unchanged.


